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Abstract: Platoon control is widely studied for coordinating connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) on highways
due to its potential for improving traﬃc throughput and road safety. Inspired by platoon control, the cooperation of
multiple CAVs in conﬂicting scenarios can be greatly simpliﬁed by virtual platooning. Vehicle-to-vehicle communication is an essential ingredient in virtual platoon systems. Massive data transmission with limited communication
resources incurs inevitable imperfections such as transmission delay and dropped packets. As a result, unnecessary
transmission needs to be avoided to establish a reliable wireless network. To this end, an event-triggered robust
control method is developed to reduce the use of communication resources while ensuring the stability of the virtual
platoon system with time-varying uncertainty. The uniform boundedness, uniform ultimate boundedness, and string
stability of the closed-loop system are analytically proved. As for the triggering condition, the uncertainty of the
boundary information is considered, so that the threshold can be estimated more reasonably. Simulation and experimental results verify that the proposed method can greatly reduce data transmission while creating multi-vehicle
cooperation. The threshold aﬀects the tracking ability and communication burden, and hence an optimization
framework for choosing the threshold is worth exploring in future research.
Key words: Connected and automated vehicles; Event-triggered control; Nonlinear and uncertain dynamics;
Conﬂicting scenarios
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1 Introduction
Transportation activities are becoming more intense with increased vehicle ownership, which makes
road transport more challenging. Equipped with
sensing and communication apparatuses, connected
and automated vehicles (CAVs) have great potential
for improving traﬃc eﬃciency and road safety (Li SE
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et al., 2017). The widely studied platoon control is
an eﬀective strategy for coordinating CAVs (Zheng
et al., 2016). In a typical platoon control system on
highways, vehicles drive in the same lane with a compact formation at a harmonized longitudinal speed,
which can be regarded as a one-dimensional (1D)
case of multi-agent cooperation. Two-dimensional
(2D) conﬂicting scenarios (such as generic intersections and intricate road geometry) and traﬃc protocols pose remarkable challenges to the application of
platoon techniques.
In the 2D case, the main challenge is how to
resolve the conﬂict relationship of approaching vehicles (Li W and Ban, 2020). Various approaches have
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been reported in the literature for conﬂict-free passage in conﬂicting scenarios. The reservation-based
approach was ﬁrst proposed by Dresner and Stone
(2008). It allocates tempo-spatial resources to approaching vehicles according to the “ﬁrst come, ﬁrst
served” (FCFS) protocol to avoid collisions. Huang
et al. (2012) proposed an intelligent intersection approach to improve the FCFS mechanism. In Huang
et al. (2012)’s work, vehicles’ arrival time was calculated according to their estimated driving mode,
while all vehicles in the traditional FCFS protocol were simply assumed to have a constant speed.
Planning-based methods were also developed to resolve potential collisions by eliminating trajectory
overlaps. Speciﬁcally, Bian et al. (2020) proposed
a trajectory optimization algorithm to enhance the
safety and throughput of road transport. Furthermore, Dai et al. (2016) enhanced the passengers’
quality of experience by optimizing vehicular movements for safely and eﬃciently negotiating an intersection. Mirheli et al. (2019) formulated the trajectory planning problem as vehicle-level mixed-integer
nonlinear programs to minimize the travel time. In
addition, the corresponding vehicle-level solutions
were pushed towards global optimality by rendering
consensus among vehicles. Although planning-based
methods yield better performance, Rios-Torres and
Malikopoulos (2017) pointed out that a satisfactory
solution could be hard to obtain when dealing with
a complex planning problem involving many CAVs.
As a consequence, the potential of planning-based
methods for real-world implementation has been impeded by such deﬁciencies (Meng et al., 2018).
Virtual platooning is a promising technique in
coordinating CAVs in conﬂicting scenarios because
it has less computational burden and can adapt to
various situations. Uno et al. (1999) proposed the inventive virtual platooning concept to organize vehicles at highway on-ramps. Vehicles on the ramp road
were projected to the main road, which transformed
the 2D cooperation problem into a 1D case. Consequently, platoon control techniques are applicable
to virtual platoon systems to avoid potential collisions and to maintain suﬃcient traﬃc throughput.
Morales Medina et al. (2018) proposed an intersection management strategy based on virtual platooning. A vehicle would adopt the virtual cooperative
adaptive cruise control (VCACC) strategy (or the
CACC strategy) if a virtual (or physical) predecessor
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was detected. di Vaio et al. (2019) further developed
and tested virtual platooning techniques at generic
intersections. The stability of the virtual platoon
system was analytically proved. Field tests with autonomous cars further validated the eﬀectiveness of
the proposed method.
The vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a
key ingredient in platoon control systems for establishing vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, and
virtual platoons are no exceptions. For example,
the ﬁfth-generation (5G) technologies have been applied to VANET. Shi et al. (2021) and Castiglione
et al. (2021) did some pioneer work in 5G-based
VANET. The time-triggered control (TTC) scheme
has been widely used in existing platoon control
methods. In TTC, vehicles exchange data at a ﬁxed
frequency. Data transmission is activated regardless
of whether the driving state has changed, which creates excessive use of communication resources. Even
worse, VANET suﬀers more imperfections and constraints (such as transmission delay and dropped
packets) due to its multi-hop and infrastructure-less
features when the communication burden increases
(di Bernardo et al., 2015; Ge et al., 2018), which may
jeopardize the stability of the multi-vehicle system.
To secure a reliable VANET, it is important to make
eﬃcient use of scarce communication resources. To
be more speciﬁc, only information that is required
for the virtual platoon stability is transmitted.
The event-triggered control (ETC) scheme is
such a resource-aware method that can achieve balance between communication eﬃciency and control
performance. In ETC, the transmission instants
are determined by a predeﬁned triggering condition. Only when consecutively measured outputs
change signiﬁcantly does transmission occur (Li T
et al., 2020). As a result, ETC has been applied
to vehicle platoon control for eﬃcient communication. For example, Dolk VS et al. (2017) developed
an ETC scheme and a communication strategy. The
L2 string-stable performance was analytically proved
and was validated with on-road experiments. Guo
et al. (2014) proposed a novel distributed ETC strategy. The triggering condition was examined periodically at constant sampling instants to avoid Zenobehavior (an inﬁnite number of events in ﬁnite time).
ETC with a tunable threshold parameter was explored by Wen et al. (2018). Suﬃcient conditions
for stabilizing the tracking error system subject to
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time-varying delay were formulated. There are also
ETC methods that take into account the features of
practical platoon systems, such as sensor and actuator faults (Yue et al., 2017), packet losses (Dolk V
and Heemels, 2017), and switching topologies (Shen
et al., 2019). Ding et al. (2018) conducted a thorough survey of event-triggered consensus of multiagent systems and the results revealed that the ETC
scheme could reduce the use of wireless communication. For this reason, in this paper we aim to develop an ETC method that creates communicationeﬃcient cooperation of CAVs in conﬂicting scenarios.
Although various ETC methods that consider practical features are available in the literature, as far as
the authors know, there have been few ETC results
for virtual platoons subject to time-varying parametric uncertainty (i.e., uncertain platoon systems).
Because the parametric uncertainty of practical vehicle dynamics also has a great inﬂuence on system
stability, it is important to explore the integration of
the ETC mechanism and uncertain platoon systems,
which is the second motivation of this study.
In this study, a distributed ETC framework is
proposed for coordinating CAVs in conﬂicting scenarios. The transmission of speed and acceleration
information via VANET is governed by the triggering condition for eﬃcient use of limited communication resources. The contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
1. A distributed robust control protocol is proposed for multi-vehicle cooperation in conﬂicting scenarios. Diﬀerent from existing studies (Morales Medina et al., 2018; di Vaio et al., 2019; Castiglione
et al., 2021), the proposed method not only guarantees the stability of the virtual platoon system,
but also reduces the communication burden using
the ETC framework.
2. A new event-triggering condition is proposed
to determine if relevant data should be transmitted. Diﬀerent from the aforementioned studies (Guo
et al., 2014; Dolk VS et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2018), in
which only the state error was considered, the triggering condition in this paper integrates the state error with the bound of uncertainty so that the threshold can be estimated more precisely.
3. Most notably, the capability of the proposed
distributed ETC in reducing the number of transmissions is experimentally validated using two selfdriving vehicles in a VCACC scenario. This provides
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a concrete evidence of the superiority and possible
practical implementation of the proposed method.

2 Problem statement and the proposed
solution
2.1 Multi-vehicle cooperation in a conflicting
scenario
A generic conﬂicting scenario composed of p entrances and q exits is deﬁned as C = {S, F , RC },
where S = (p, q) stands for the basic structure and
RC is the communication range of the roadside agent
(RA) that determines the passing sequence. Additionally, the coordinate system of the 1D virtual lane
is represented by F = (O, e), where O is the origin
(i.e., the center of the conﬂicting area (CA)) and e
is the positive direction pointing to the exit. Specifically, S = (2, 1) represents the merging scenario in
highway on-ramps, while S = (1, 2) represents the
diverging case. Moreover, S = (4, 4) represents a
more complex conﬂicting scenario, i.e., a four-legged
intersection.
Consider an intersection Ce = {(4, 4), (O, e),
RC }, which is shown in Fig. 1a. It is assumed that
(1) overtaking is not allowed in real lanes, (2) each
vehicle is capable of lateral path tracking, (3) vehicles can exchange information with others via a
wireless network, and (4) the location information of
all approaching vehicles is monitored and broadcast
by the RA through infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V)
communication. The aim is that all approaching vehicles negotiate the CA safely and eﬃciently. On
this basis, in this paper we intend to develop a
communication-eﬃcient control method based on an
ETC framework.
2.2 Solution to the cooperation problem
The proposed solution is threefold. First, a virtual lane is constructed according to vehicles’ distance to O. Therefore, the 2D vehicle clusters are
transferred into a 1D virtual platoon. The virtual
lane of intersection Ce and the projection of the 2nd
and 4th vehicles are presented in Fig. 1a. Then, the
passing sequence manifested by a spanning tree is
determined by the RA using the algorithm in Xu
et al. (2018). Vehicles in adjacent depth maintain
a desired car-following distance, while those in the
same depth have no traﬃc movement conﬂicts with
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each other and can traverse the intersection simultaneously. Finally, a robust distributed event-triggered
controller is designed. The architecture of the proposed control framework is shown in Fig. 1b. The
speed and acceleration of its predecessor pi are measured by on-board sensors and transmitted to vehicle i via V2V communication. To make better use
of limited communication resources, an additional
triggering module (TM) with a pre-deﬁned triggering condition will be applied to reduce the number
of transmissions.
Remark 1
The proposed method is applicable
to a generic conﬂicting scenario like highway onramps and intersections. This section adopts the
four-legged intersection as an example to explain the
proposed solution. The cooperation problem in other
scenarios can be handled similarly.

3 Model description and control objectives
Consider the intersection shown in Fig. 1a and
the corresponding virtual platoon composed of six
vehicles in a VANET environment. First, the third-
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order vehicle dynamics is presented. Then, the triggering condition is introduced. Finally, the control
objectives are proposed.
3.1 Nonlinear and uncertain dynamics
The longitudinal dynamics of the ith vehicle is
formulated in Eq. (1), where t is the time, xi is the
position, vi is the speed, ui is the input of the longitudinal dynamics, Fi is the longitudinal force, and
Mi , c̄i , and τi are the vehicle mass, nominal value
of aerodynamics coeﬃcient, and inertial lag respectively. f¯i = ri Mi g cos θ + Mi g sin θ is the nominal
resistance force, where ri , θ, and g are the resistance coeﬃcient, road slope, and gravity acceleration, respectively. The uncertainties in vehicle dy

namics are denoted by Δci xi (t), vi (t), σi (t), t and


Δfi xi (t), vi (t), σi (t), t , which are ﬁrst-order continuously diﬀerentiable. The uncertain parameter is
denoted as σi ∈ Σi ⊂ Rp , where Σi is an unknown
set and the set Rp is compact but unknown. In the
rest of this paper, arguments are sometimes omitted
when no confusion is likely to arise.
The longitudinal dynamics (1) can be simpliﬁed

ne

⎧
⎪
ẋi (t) = vi (t),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨




1 
Fi (t) − c̄i + Δci xi (t), vi (t), σi (t), t vi2 (t) − f¯i + Δfi xi (t), vi (t), σi (t), t
v̇i (t) =
M
⎪
i
⎪
⎪

⎪
1
⎪
⎩Ḟi (t) =
− Fi (t) + ui (t) .
τi
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Fig. 1 Proposed solution: (a) layout of a four-legged intersection; (b) architecture of the event-triggered
control framework. CA: conflicting area; TM: triggering module; RA: roadside agent; V2V: vehicle-to-vehicle;
I2V: infrastructure-to-vehicle; CAN: controller area network. References to color refer to the online version
of this figure
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as
⎧
ẋi = vi ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
v̇
⎪
⎨ i = ai ,
1
1
u i − ai
ȧi =
⎪
M
τ
τ
⎪
i i
i
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎩
c̄i (vi2 + 2τi vi ai ) + f¯i + Ψi ,
−
Mi τi

(2)

where ai is the acceleration and

1 
Δci vi2 + Δfi
Ψi (vi , ai , t) = −
Mi τi
+ τi Δċi vi2 + 2Δci vi ai + Δf˙i

.
(3)
Here, Ψi integrates the unknown but bounded uncertain portion.
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ability whereas a small ζi may not ease the communication burden. Hence, engineers tend to estimate ζi
according to the bottomline of tracking ability (i.e.,
vpi (Tjpi )−vpi (t) and api (Tjpi )−api (t)). However, the
above state deviation can be caused by system uncertainty instead of the change in driving behavior.
The proposed triggering condition (4) deals with this
problem by combining the uncertainty-related function Πi (·) so that engineers can estimate ζi more
precisely.
3.3 Control objectives
The spacing between the ith vehicle and its preceding vehicle is deﬁned as
di (t) = xpi (t) − xi (t) − Lpi ,

(6)

3.2 Triggering condition
The triggering condition of the predecessor of
vehicle i, namely vehicle pi , is deﬁned as


pi
= inf+ t > Tjpi | Φpi ξpTi (t) > ζpi , (4)
Tj+1
t∈R

where
⎤T
vpi (Tjpi ) − vpi (t)
⎥
⎢
p
⎣ api (Tj i ) − api (t) ⎦


vpi (Tjpi ) − vpi (t) Πi2

d∗i (t) = qi vi (t) + ds ,

⎡
ξpi (t) =

,

Tjpi is the latest transmission time of vehicle pi , ξpi
is the state deviation, ζpi is the threshold of the
triggering condition, Φpi = [φpi ,1 , φpi ,2 , φpi ,3 ] is the
weighing matrix, and φpi ,1 , φpi ,2 , and φpi ,3 are positive constants. Πi (·) is a known function associated
with the uncertain portion Ψi . It is worth stressing that the sampling period of the control system
is h (h > 0), and hence the transmission instants
pi
) are all multiples of h. In other
(i.e., Tjpi and Tj+1
words, the transmission instants can be denoted as
Tjpi = qjpi h, where j ∈ N+ and qjpi is the sampling instant corresponding to the j th triggering of vehicle pi
(qjpi ∈ N+ ).
According to the triggering condition (4), for
pi
t ∈ [Tjpi , Tj+1
), we have
Φpi ξpTi (t) ≤ ζpi .

where t = 0 is the moment when the ith vehicle
enters the communication range. In addition, xpi (t)
and Lpi are the position and length of vehicle pi ,
respectively.
The constant time headway car-following policy
is used, i.e.,

(5)

Remark 2
In practical implementation, a main
problem for ETC is how to select an appropriate
threshold ζi . A large ζi may jeopardize the tracking

(7)

where d∗i (t), qi > 0, and ds > 0 are the desired spacing, time headway, and minimum allowable spacing,
respectively.
Consequently, the spacing error can be denoted
as
ei (t) =d∗i (t) − di (t)
=qi vi (t) + ds − xpi (t) + xi (t) + Lpi .

(8)

The control objective of the virtual platoon is
twofold. On one hand, the tracking error can converge to zero and stay within a small region around
zero (i.e., uniformly bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded). On the other hand, the virtual
platoon is string-stable with the proposed control.
To better interpret the above objectives, we propose
the following deﬁnitions:
Definition 1 (Uniform boundedness)
If for any
yi > 0, there exists χi (yi ) < ∞ such that if
ωi (tB ) ≤ yi , then ωi (t) ≤ χi (yi ) for all t ≥ tB ,
then ωi (t) is aﬃrmed to be uniformly bounded.
Definition 2 (Uniform ultimate boundedness) If
for any yi > 0 with ωi (tB ) ≤ yi , there exists χi >
0 such that ωi (t) ≤ χi for any χi > χi as t ≥
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tB + Ti (χi , yi ), where Ti (χi , yi ) < ∞, then ωi (t) is
aﬃrmed to be uniformly ultimately bounded.
Definition 3 (String stability)
If for any y > 0,
there exists η > 0 such that if ei (ts )∞ < η, then
supi ei (t)∞ < y for all t > ts , then the platoon
(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) is aﬃrmed to be string-stable at
the equilibrium ei = 0.
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Additionally, μi = β̂i Πi and Πi is the bound
of the uncertain portion in vehicle dynamics, which
obeys the following legitimate assumption:
Assumption 1 (Chen and Zhang, 2010)
For all
(vi , ai , t) ∈ R2 × R+ , σi ∈ Σi , there exists a known
function Πi (·) : R2 × R+ → R2 × R+ such that
max |qi Ψi (vi , ai , t)| ≤ Πi (vi , ai , t).

σi ∈Σi

4 Distributed control design and performance analysis
4.1 Robust control design
According to Eq. (8), the second-order derivative of the spacing error with respect to t can be
written as
ëi = qi ȧi + ai − api .
(9)
By substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (9), we obtain
the dynamics of ei , i.e.,
 1
1
1
u i − ai −
ëi =qi
Mi τi
τi
Mi τi


2
· c̄i (v + 2τi vi ai ) + f¯i + Ψi + ai − ap (10)
i

=

i

qi
ui + Υi + qi Ψi ,
Mi τi

where



Υi = − qi



1
1 
2
¯
c̄i (vi + 2τi vi ai ) + fi
ai +
τi
Mi τi

+ ai − api .
(11)

As mentioned above, the uncertain elements Δc and
Δf are bounded. In other words, Πi (·) is used to
represent the bound of the entire uncertain portion.
4.2 Stability analysis
We adopt the Lyapunov-Minmax method to analyze the stability of the controlled system under the
proposed controller (13). The stability of the system
is twofold. From the perspective of an individual
vehicle, it is expected that the spacing error is uniformly bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded
under the proposed controller. Besides, from the
perspective of the multi-vehicle system, the virtual
platoon is expected to achieve string stability.
Theorem 1 The lumped tracking error βi of the
uncertain error dynamical system (10) is uniformly
bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded with the
robust controller (13), and the virtual platoon is
string-stable.
Proof
Choose the following Lyapunov function
candidate:

The following lumped error is deﬁned as
βi = hi ei (t) + ėi (t),

Vi (t) =

(12)

where hi > 0 is a weighing coeﬃcient.
Next, the robust controller is designed as


Mi τi
2μi Πi
ˆ
ui = −
hi ėi + Υ̂i + κi β̂i +
,
qi
|μi | + i
(13)
pi
),
t ∈ [Tjpi , Tj+1
where κi and i are positive scalar constants, and the
ˆ are denoted as
parameters in the form of (·)
⎧
⎪
ėˆi (t) = qi ai (t) + vi (t) − vpi (Tjpi ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
β̂i (t) = hi ei (t) + ėˆi (t),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
1
1
(14)
Υ̂i (t) = −qi
ai (t) +
⎪
τ
M
⎪
i
i τi
⎪


⎪
⎪
⎪
· c̄i vi2 (t) + 2τi vi ai (t) + f¯i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
+ai (t) − api (Tjpi ).

(15)

1 2
pi
).
β (t), ∀t ∈ [Tjpi , Tj+1
2 i

(16)

Taking the derivative of Eq. (16) with respect
pi
to t (t ∈ [Tjpi , Tj+1
)), we have
(12)

V̇i = βi (hi ėi + ëi )


qi
(10)
= βi hi ėi +
ui + Υi + qi Ψi
Mi τi


2μi Πi
(13)
= βi hi ėi −hi ėˆi − Υ̂i −κi β̂i −
+ Υi +qi Ψi
|μi |+i


Π
2μ
i i
= − κi βi2 + βi qi Ψi −
|μi | + i



χi,1


+ βi hi (ėi − ėˆi ) + (Υi − Υ̂i ) + κi (βi − β̂i ) .



χi,2

(17)
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If |μi | > i , we have


(16) βi
2μi Πi
χi,1 <
|β̂i | Πi −
|μi | + |μi |
|β̂i |


2
βi
μi
|μi | −
=
|μi |
|β̂i |

(18)

=0.
Additionally, according to Eqs. (8), (11), and
(14), we have

χi,2 =βi hi (ėi − ėˆi ) + (Υi − Υ̂i ) + κi (βi − β̂i )
 

=βi hi vpi (Tjpi ) − vpi (t)




+ api (Tjpi ) − api (t) + κi vpi (Tjpi ) − vpi (t)



=βi (hi + κi ) vpi (Tjpi ) − vpi (t)


+ api (Tjpi ) − api (t) .
(19)
According to the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
Eq. (19) can be further scaled as


κi
1 
χi,2 ≤ βi2 +
(hi + κi ) vpi (Tkpi ) − vpi (t)
2
2κi
 2

+ api (Tkpi ) − api (t)

2 
2 
(4) κ
1
hi + κi
1
i 2
≤ βi +
+
2
2κi
φpi ,1
φpi ,2
· Φpi ξpTi
(5) κ

≤

i

2

2

βi2 + Ωi ζp2i ,

(20)

2 
2 
1
hi + κi
1
where Ωi =
+
.
2κi
φpi ,1
φpi ,2
By combining expressions (17), (18), and (20),
we have
κi
V̇i ≤ − βi2 + Ωi ζp2i .
(21)
2
Otherwise, |μi | ≤ i , and we have


(16)
μi
χi,1 ≤ βi Πi 1 −
i
=βi Πi −

βi β̂i Πi2
i

β2Π 2
βi (βi − β̂i )Πi2
=βi Πi − i i +

i
 i pi
 2
v
β
(T
)
−
v
(t)
Πi
i
i
pi
pi
j
≤ +
.
4
i

(22)
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Note that


βi vpi (Tjpi ) − vpi (t) Πi2
χi,2 +
i



(19)
= βi (hi + κi ) vpi (Tjpi ) − vpi (t)
 1 


vpi (Tjpi )−vpi (t) Πi2
+ api (Tjpi )−api (t) +
i

2 
2
(4) κ
1
hi + κi
1
i 2
≤ βi +
+
2
2κi
φpi ,1
φpi ,2

2 
1
2
Φpi ξpTi
+
i φpi ,3
(5) κ

≤

i

2

βi2 + i ζp2i ,

where
1
i =
2κi

(23)


hi + κi
φpi ,1



2
+

1
φpi ,2



2
+

1
i φpi ,3

2 
.

(24)
By substituting inequalities (22) and (23) into
Eq. (17), we have
V̇i ≤ −

κi 2
i
β + i ζp2i + .
2 i
4

(25)

According to inequalities (21) and (25), for any
|μi |, we have
κi 2
i
βi + i ζp2i +
2
4
(26)
κi
= − βi2 + κi ,
2

i
where κi = i ζp2i + .
4
Because κi , i , ζpi , and i are positive scalar
constants according to their deﬁnitions above, κi is
also a positive scalar constant. Therefore, according to inequality
(26), V̇i is negative deﬁnite for all
!
|βi | >
2κi /κi . This means that the controlled
system renders uniform boundedness and uniform
ultimate boundedness of βi referring to the standard
arguments in Yu et al. (2019). Furthermore, the
uniform boundedness (Deﬁnition 1) follows with
"

2κi
Ri , if yi ≤ Ri ,
Ri =
, χi (yi ) =
(27)
yi , otherwise.
κi
V̇i ≤ −

The uniform ultimate boundedness (Deﬁnition 2) also follows with
⎧
if yi ≤ χi ,
⎨ 0,
yi2 − χ2i
χi = Ri , Ti (χi , yi ) =
⎩ 2
, otherwise.
χi − Ri2
(28)
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According to Deﬁnition 2 and Eq. (28), the
lumped error βi (t) will be eliminated and stay within
a small range (−χi , χi ) in ﬁnite time Ti (χi , yi ), i.e.,
− χi ≤ βi (t) = hi ei (t) + ėi (t) ≤ χi .

(29)

Solving the diﬀerential inequality (29), we have
that for ∀i ∈ I,
⎧




χi
χi
⎪
⎪
exp −hi (t − T ) ,
⎨ ei (t) ≥ − + ei (T ) +
hi 
hi


χi
χi
⎪
⎪
+ ei (T ) −
exp −hi (t − T ) ,
⎩ ei (t) ≤
hi
hi
(30)
where t > T = maxi∈I Ti (χi , yi ). Inequality (30)
indicates that ei (t) is uniformly ultimately bounded
and T is the boundedness time. Referring to Deﬁnition 3, the virtual platoon is proved to be stringstable.
Remark 3 As mentioned in Section 2.2, the cooperation problem for a generic conﬂicting scenario can
be transformed into a virtual platoon formation and
control problem that relies solely on the 1D distance
from the intersection and vehicle motion information. In other words, the proposed controller can
be ﬂexibly deployed in real-world situations without
any algorithmic change.

5 Simulation and experimental results
The eﬀectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated both in simulations and experiments. Sec-
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tion 5.1 presents the simulation setup and results.
Section 5.2 presents the experimental setup and
results.
5.1 Simulation setup and results
In this subsection, simulations based on the conﬂicting scenario shown in Fig. 1a are conducted in
MATLAB. The communication range of the prescribed intersection is 75 m. The 1st and 6th vehicles are multi-purpose vehicles (MPVs). The 2nd ,
3rd , and 5th vehicles are sedans. The 4th vehicle
is a truck. Table 1 lists the parameters associated
with triggering conditions, vehicle dynamics, and
controller parameters. Moreover, we adopt trigonometric functions to mimic practical uncertainties of
vehicle dynamics. The corresponding frequency coeﬃcients are randomly chosen from {0.1, 0.2, ..., 1}.
The ﬁxed transmission period is h = 0.1 s. It is assumed that the transmission in the TTC scheme is
executed every 0.1 s while that in the ETC scheme
is checked every 0.1 s and is executed only if the
triggering condition is met.
Fig. 2a presents the vehicles’ arrival time and
initial speed. Diﬀerent colors correspond to the different vehicle types. It is assumed that the conﬂictfree passing sequence of these six vehicles is determined based on the algorithm by Xu et al. (2018)
and the results are shown in Fig. 2b. According
to Fig. 2b, the 1st , 2nd , 3rd , and 4th vehicles function as predecessors. Therefore, we further explore

Table 1 Simulation parameters
Type

Parameter

Value

Type

Parameter

Value

Triggering condition

φi,1 , φi,2 , φi,3
ζi

0.9, 0.5, 0.1
0.15

Car-following model

qi
ds

0.5
5m

Input delay

τi (sedan)
τi (MPV)
τi (truck)

0.5
0.5
0.6

Controller parameter

hi
κi
i

0.22
0.1
5

Nominal vehicle mass

Mi (sedan)
Mi (MPV)
Mi (truck)

950 kg
1000 kg
1860 kg

Vehicle length

Li (sedan)
Li (MPV)
Li (truck)

4m
4m
5.3 m

Nominal aerodynamics

c̄i (sedan)
c̄i (MPV)
c̄i (truck)

0.5 N· s2 /m2
0.5 N· s2 /m2
0.8 N· s2 /m2

Uncertain portion

Δci (Sedan)
Δci (MPV)
Δci (truck)

0.2 sin (ξi t)
0.22 sin (ξi t)
0.4 sin (ξi t)

Nominal road resistance

f¯i (sedan)
f¯i (MPV)
f¯i (truck)

180 N
200 N
400 N

Uncertain portion

Δfi (Sedan)
Δfi (MPV)
Δfi (truck)

110 cos (ξi t)
120 cos (ξi t)
220 cos (ξi t)

Assumption 1
MPV: multi-purpose vehicle

Πi (ai , vi , t) = 0.003vi2 + 0.0015vi ai + 1.2
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ple, the 1st vehicle encounters the intensive triggering
stage from 0 s when it enters the intersection. The
intensive triggering stage of the 2nd , 3rd , and 4th vehicles delays for about 2 s compared with that of
the 1st vehicle. The number of transmissions, transmission ratio, and reduced number of transmissions
for data are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that
an average of 77 sampled data packets need to be
transmitted via the VANET within the cooperation
area. All 200 sampled data packets will be transmitted via the VANET during the cooperation process

the transmission between these vehicles and their
followers.
Fig. 3 shows the transmission instants and release time intervals of the aforementioned four predecessors. It can be seen that the distribution of
triggering time is consistent with the speed history
of the vehicles as shown in Fig. 4b. The triggering time is concentrated in the initial stage and the
speed variation stage (8–16 s). Besides, the triggering time distribution of vehicles with diﬀerent passing sequences exhibits a “delayed” eﬀect. For examArrival time at the sequencing zone (s)
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Fig. 2 Initial information of approaching vehicles: (a) arrival time and initial speed; (b) conflict-free passing
sequence. References to color refer to the online version of this figure
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Fig. 3 Transmission instants and release time intervals in the simulations: (a) 1st vehicle; (b) 2nd vehicle; (c)
3rd vehicle; (d) 4th vehicle
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Fig. 4 Results of vehicle motion: (a) position; (b) speed; (c) acceleration; (d) spacing error. References to
color refer to the online version of this figure

if the TTC method is adopted. In summary, the
proposed method reduces the number of transmissions by 61.5% on average compared with the TTC
method.
Fig. 4 presents the state history of the vehicles. The passing sequence is well executed according
to the position history shown in Fig. 4a; i.e., vehicles without conﬂicts pass the intersection together
and vehicles with a conﬂict relationship pass in succession with a prescribed spacing (the partial enlarged view in Fig. 4a). Moreover, the speed history
(Fig. 4b) echoes the data transmission instants in
Fig. 3. When the speed ﬂuctuation occurs (8–16 s),
the predecessors have to inform their followers, and
hence the transmission is more intensive during this
time. Additionally, the absolute value of the maximum acceleration is less than 3 m/s2 according to
Fig. 4c. Last but not least, the spacing error is eliminated when vehicles arrive at the conﬂicting area as
shown in Fig. 4d, which validates the safety of the
cooperation process with the proposed method.

5.2 Experimental setup and results
The proposed ETC is validated in Expo Park
in Qingdao, China, using two autonomous tractor trucks at the intersection. The test vehicles
are JH6 trucks supplied by the China FAW Group
Corporation.
The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5a exhibits a snapshot of the cooperation process. The 1st vehicle is making a left turn and its
path is shown by the white line. The 2nd vehicle is
driving straight and its path is shown by the orange
line. In particular, the 2nd vehicle follows the 1st vehicle and they form a virtual platoon. The on-board
equipment and software architecture are shown in
Fig. 5b. Both vehicles are equipped with drive-bywire chassis and are capable of path tracking with
on-board active steering systems. The control algorithm is conducted on NVIDIA Jeton TX2 Autobox. The position of each vehicle is measured by a
global navigation satellite system (GNSS), which has
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Table 2 Simulation results
Vehicle index

Number of transmissions

Transmission ratio

Reduced number of transmissions

1
2
3
4

105
72
69
62

52.5%
36.0%
34.5%
31.0%

95
128
131
138

Fig. 5 Experimental setup: (a) virtual platoon; (b) on-board hardware and software of test vehicles. UWB:
ultra-wide bandwidth; GPS: Global Positioning System; CAN: controller area network. References to color
refer to the online version of this figure

centimeter-level accuracy. The V2V communication
is executed by ultra-wide bandwidth (UWB). Fig. 5b
shows the software architecture of the truck. The
data are transmitted at each time instant in the experiments. However, a triggering module is embedded in the main controller to ensure that the data are
refreshed only if the triggering condition is satisﬁed.
Otherwise, the data stay the same by a zero-order
holder (ZOH). Therefore, by analyzing the transmission data history, we can obtain the number of
transmissions in the event-triggered communication
scheme.
We design four cases to test the proposed
method, where we vary the speed proﬁle of the predecessor. The speed history of the vehicles is shown
in Fig. 6a. The 2nd vehicle follows its predecessor
well. Furthermore, the tracking performance shown
in Figs. 6b and 6c veriﬁes the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed method. The speed errors in all four cases

are extremely low, which indicates the remarkable
tracking performance. The ﬂuctuation in speed error during the acceleration and deceleration stages is
caused by the time delay of the automated manual
transmission (AMT). The spacing error is smaller
than 3 m when the speed of the 1st vehicle is steady
(i.e., in cases 1–3). The severe acceleration and deceleration and a high speed (55 km/h) in case 4 lead
to a relatively large spacing error. Considering that
vehicles approaching the conﬂicting scenario tend to
drive steadily at a relatively low speed (just like the
speed proﬁle in cases 1–3), the proposed method is
hence ready for practical implementation.
Fig. 7 shows the transmission instants and release time intervals of the test vehicles. Transmission
instants are concentrated in the acceleration and deceleration stages, which corresponds with the deﬁnition of the triggering condition in Eq. (4). Transmission instants are sparse when the vehicle drives at a
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uniform speed. Detailed analysis for the number of
transmissions is shown in Table 3. In the four cases,
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Fig. 6 Vehicle motion and tracking performance: (a)
speed; (b) spacing error; (c) speed error. P: predecessor; F: follower. References to color refer to the
online version of this figure
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In this paper, the multi-vehicle coordination
problem in conﬂicting scenarios has been studied
from a communication-resource-aware and robust
perspective. After forming a virtual lane by projection, the conﬂict passing sequence can be determined. On this basis, we have provided distributed event-triggered control for the multi-vehicle
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the proposed ETC method can reduce the number
of transmissions by 74.4% on average compared with
the TTC method.
In summary, it can be concluded that the proposed distributed event-triggered robust control is
capable of coordinating multiple CAVs in conﬂicting
scenarios. Detailed performance is threefold. First,
the proposed method is based on the event-triggered
communication scheme, and hence can signiﬁcantly
reduce the use of communication resources compared
with TTC methods, which improves communication
performance. Second, the triggering condition in the
proposed method fuses the state error with parametric uncertainty, which has not been proposed or
explored in existing ETC studies. Third, the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method is validated in the
simulations and experiments, and the results indicate that it is readily applicable.
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Fig. 7 Transmission instants and release time intervals in the experiments: (a) case 1; (b) case 2; (c) case 3;
(d) case 4
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Table 3 Experimental results
Case index

Vehicle

Number of transmissions

Transmission ratio

Reduced number of transmissions

1

Predecessor
Follower

86
89

17.2%
17.8%

414
411

2

Predecessor
Follower

129
140

25.8%
28.0%

371
360

3

Predecessor
Follower

134
138

26.8%
27.6%

366
362

4

Predecessor
Follower

144
132

32.0%
29.3%

306
318

cooperation problem. Most notably, we have presented a novel triggering condition that fuses the
state error with parametric uncertainty. The uniform boundedness, uniform ultimate boundedness,
and string stability of the controlled system have
been theoretically proved using the Lyapunov stability theory, and simulation and experimental results
veriﬁed the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method. It
is worth stressing that the proposed method reduced
the number of transmissions by 61.5% and 74.4% on
average in simulations and experiments, respectively,
compared with TTC methods. In summary, the proposed method achieved communication-eﬃcient and
collision-free cooperation in conﬂicting scenarios.
Future research can be conducted to design an
optimal triggering threshold to balance tracking performance and communication eﬃciency. The threshold in the triggering condition is constant. In future
work, an adaptive law can be developed for the dynamic threshold. Additionally, the feasibility of the
proposed control method should be explored at high
driving speeds and under severe speed changes.
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